Intracranial pressure and auditory evoked responses of the cat.
Auditory evoked responses (AERs) were recorded from the primary cortex, medial geniculate body (MG), inferior colliculus (IC) and cochlear nucleus (CN) of the cat anesthetized with sodium pentobarbitone to examine the effects of increased intracranial pressure (ICP) on neural activity in the different levels of auditory centres. ICP was increased by injecting saline solution into the intracranial space and a tone burst was used for activating the auditory centres. Cortical response (ACR) began to decrease in amplitude from about 30-40 mmHg of ICP. A decrease in amplitude of MG response and that of IC response followed in the order with a further increase in ICP. CN response was most resistant and usually remained even when ACR and MG responses were totally abolished. Recovery of the AERs followed a release of the increased pressure in the reversed order to the decrease in the AERs. When an increase was repeated with a short interval of pressure release such as 5 to 10 min, recovery of ACR became much slower and no recovery was sometimes observed 30-60 min after the release of ICP increased to a level below 100 mmHg. A discussion was conducted on the origin of the changes in AERs in response to increased ICP. We concluded from the results that the higher auditory centres are more susceptible to an increase in ICP to suppress the neural activities without apparent influence on the lower centres. A clinical test of ABR may be available to predict the prognosis of the auditory disorders.